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The Task Group met with the following to discuss the reports on 23 January 2020:
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Chief Executive Officer (Place)
Chief Executive Officer (People)
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Observing:
Cllr Graham Wright
Cllr Bob Jones MBE
Paul Kelly

Chairman, OS Management Committee
Vice-chairman, Environment Select Committee
Head of Democracy

Issue
Further information / Comments
(page
and
paragraphs
numbers refer to the Budget
Report)
(Para 16)
Social Care Levy

It is assumed that local authorities’ ability to
collect the Social Care Levy (rising by 2% in
2020-21 only) will remain until Central
Government provides an alternative model that
makes social care funding sustainable.

(Para 28 table)
Climate Change Team

This is a £350k investment to meet the staffing
costs of a climate change team, remaining static
in subsequent years.

(Para 28 table)
External footpaths
cycle paths

The £100k budgeted is to fund staff for identifying
and and progressing footpaths and cycle paths so
that the council can take advantage of Central
Government funding expected this year.

(Para 32)
Savings Delivery Group

Once established, this will be an officer group to
ensure the delivery of savings. An operational
group will look at savings delivery plans while a
senior board will exercise further challenge. The
group will look at business plans behind
proposed operational changes to ensure that
they are deliverable and will monitor previous
year undelivered savings and future years’
savings. Delivery of headline savings will
continue to be reported via the budget monitoring
reports brought to Cabinet and the Task Group,
with deliverability RAG-rated.
The task group queried whether the group could
also be proactive in terms of identifying additional
savings opportunities.

(Para 42)
Following the Special Educational Needs (SEN)
Designated School Grant restructure in November 2019, a challenging
(DSG)
recovery plan was approved by Schools Forum
on 16 January 2020. Schools Forum also agreed
a transfer of 0.7% (£2.065m) of grant from the
schools block of funding to support high needs
pupils. A formal disapplication request has now
been submitted to the Secretary of State to permit
this, with approval anticipated. Schools Forum is
working with officers on a wide range of plans to
reduce the commitment on the high needs block
and national lobbying on funding continues.
Paragraph 42 will be amended to reflect situation
after approval by Schools Forum.
(Para 57)
It was confirmed that the recommendation to
Topping up General Fund adopt General Fund Scenario 3 (representing the
Reserves
largest injection of cash into General Fund
Reserves) represents the advice of the Section
151 officer and is intended to retain the council’s
reserves at the 5% of budget total (currently
4.4%). Wiltshire’s reserves are low compared
with most comparator authorities, but it remains
policy to operate at ‘minimum reserves’ to
maximise the funds available for investment.
(Para 66)
Business Transformation

The SAP improvement programme presents
enormous opportunities for broad efficiencies, to
be fully implemented by 2022.
An Head of Organisational Design and People
Change has been appointed to ensure that all

transformation programmes have a strong
people focus in order to achieve the necessary
cultural change. There may be a benefit in
members becoming more aware of how the
council successfully drives culture change as part
of all service transformations.
There will also be more consistent performance
management with people held to account for
delivery of their objectives.
(Appendix A)
Rates Retention

The level has reduced in 2020-21 (£56.6m) due
to a technical adjustment. The council has to pay
Central Government back a certain percentage if
it collects more business rates than originally
projected.

(Appendix B)
Capital Costs

A breakdown of capital cost projections is set
out in paragraph 28 (table).
The council expects to invest around £800M in
capital programmes across the next 10 years.

(Appendix F para 13)
Government funding

An update from Central Government on the Fair
Funding Review is not expected prior to the
council’s 2020-21 budget being adopted.
However, announcements are expected later in
the year. In deciding the outcomes of the review
Central Government will need to consider the
potential impact on high need/low rate collecting
local authority areas if there was a significant shift
towards greater rate retention by collecting
authorities.

(Appendix F para 13-15)
Business Rates Review

The task group requested more detail about the
potential changes to income collections and a
sector by sector split of rateable values.
There is some risk with projecting business rate
receipts from the Ministry of Defence (MOD)
because there can be delays to the assessments
of MOD assets’ rateable values due to security
access requirements for assessors

(Appendix F para 17)
Interest

In general, Central Government wants to
encourage local authorities to invest, but there is
no certainty at present in terms of possible
changes to local authority borrowing rates.

Police ICT

Following Wiltshire Police’s decision to withdraw
from the council’s ICT system (due to national
security requirements for police ICT) both parties
are negotiating how the expense of the change
will be shared. The change will mean a reduction
of income to the council, but also a reduction in
its costs.

Addressing the funding gap The 2020-21 budget presents those savings
proposals that have already been submitted (by
budget holders),challenged and approved. The
other savings proposals submitted will continue
to be assessed by the Savings Delivery Groups,
with bigger savings areas considered by the
relevant programme boards.
Although it may appear to be the headline figure,
the £69M budget gap over four years is
significantly less than the total amount of savings
achieved over the last four years and is
deliverable
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